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We must do everything in our power to make college more accessible and 

affordable. Joined �RepMarkTakano and 21 Members in urging House leadership 

to retain �POTUS' �AmericasCollegePromise proposal in the budget 

reconciliation package. �FreeCommunityCollege
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You aren't wrong .  BUT the PRIVATE LENDERS have turned 

the loans unconstitutionally predatory.  

Return bankruptcy.  End the federal lending system.  Defund the colleges.   

Take this lending scam to the BATH, and DROWN IT IN THE TUB.
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Conservatives have a major student loan problem.

They’ve been tricked into defending the worst big-government lending 

scam in U.S. History.
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I agree: Get pork subsidies out of college Superman!  

would agree ContractWithAmerica2.com/#pork will u support �S2598 as a 

Conservative alternative to Liberal Handouts? Without bankruptcy defense 

to make them back off, lobbyists oppose pork subsidy spending cuts we 

seek
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Moreover, these subsidies (so-called student aid) are NOT student aid: 

Colleges raise tuition when students have deep pockets loans. As I said in 

other reply, bankruptcy defense would make lobbyists resist these subsidies 

more likely. �S2598 is such a bill and has GOP support.
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yup it is so expensive because the government will pay it so why shouldn't 

college continue raising prices.
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